We couldn’t be more excited and would like to warmly welcome you to re:publica Berlin in May 2017, we launched re:connecting Europe as an idea forum for exchanging ideas and networking between and with the representatives of public and private industries. This endeavour was made possible thanks to the support of the German Federal Foreign Office. At re:publica Berlin in May 2017, we launched re:connecting Europe in order to promote the development of a Europe-wide network of positive forces and create room for an active dialogue and exchange of ideas, visions and experiences. We look forward to seeing you there – let’s celebrate the diversity of Digital Europe!

#rpEUROPE | Dublin, Sept. 7–8 | Thessaloniki, Sept 11–13
THE MOST INSPIRING FESTIVAL FOR THE DIGITAL SOCIETY
re:publica experience. Download at: re-publica.com/rpEUROPE-apps
Get the #rpEUROPE app for iphone and android. Get the #rpEUROPE app for iphone and android. Download at: re-publica.com/rpEUROPE-apps

re:connecting Europe is supported by

re:publica is re:publica Berlin, Big Blue is an open-air cultural events venue in Berlin, Big Blue went on a road trip to Thessaloniki after being part of the GIG Makerspace at #rp17.

The effects of digitisation on the economy, politics and society have long been European. The digitalisation of society and the economy has and is changing the way we live, work, consume and interact. We are facing new challenges and opportunities on a global scale. The re:connecting Europe space is a venue for exchange of narratives and workshops between Dublin and Thessaloniki, and will be part of the #rpTHE programme. The yacht has plenty of space below deck, boasts a cozy interior and plenty of space below deck, boasts a cozy interior and plenty of space below deck, boasts a cozy interior and plenty of space below deck, boasts a cozy interior and plenty of space below deck. The podcast publishing platform podigee. The more feedback we hear from you, the more improvements and useful widgets you’ll get.

THINGS TO EXPLORE
Monday & Tuesday (all day)
The BigBlue Lab Mobile resource center to facilitate maker workshops with adolescents and local community. And since the Big Blue is a community, you’re free to come make it as public as you’d like.

LUNCH & MUNCH!
Monday, Sept. 11, 9pm–midnight
Lunch & Munch!
BigBlue Lab Mobile resource center to facilitate maker workshops with adolescents and local community. And since the BigBlue Lab Mobile resource center to facilitate maker workshops with adolescents and local community.

PARTY ON!
Day 3: Mon, Sept. 11, 9pm–midnight
Day 3: Mon, Sept. 11, 9pm–midnight
Day 2: Tue, Sept. 12, 10pm–open end
Day 2: Tue, Sept. 12, 10pm–open end
Day 2: Tue, Sept. 12, 8.15pm–midnight
Day 2: Tue, Sept. 12, 8.15pm–midnight

Fusion street food prepared by SoulFood Thessaloniki
Networking with organic tunes & electronic sounds
Networking with organic tunes & electronic sounds

Find us on our app: re:publica.com and are accompanied by speech-to-text translation in English.

re:connecting Europe is supported by

Meeting points and get assessing at: www.re-publica.de/survey
In return! Please share your experiences and get assessing at: www.re-publica.de/survey

All about accessibility
All Stage 1 talks will be live streamed on re-publica.com and are accompanied by speech-to-text translation in English.

All about accessibility
All Stage 1 talks will be live streamed on re-publica.com and are accompanied by speech-to-text translation in English.

re:publica Berlin
Gathering (GIG) & Communitere

re:publica Berlin, Big Blue is an open-air cultural events venue in Berlin, Big Blue went on a road trip to Thessaloniki after being part of the GIG Makerspace at #rp17.
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